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DRGs for appendectomy
• common and relatively
simple, standardised
procedure to remove an
inflamed appendix
• rate of appendectomy
varies widely across
Europe
• we investigate factors
that explain differences in
resource use

Appendectomy rate

Methods
• Each country ran its own analysis using a
common methodology
– 2-stage approach

• Dependent variable
– Log of cost → FESE (≈ areg)
– LoS → Poisson

• Cases identified by
– Main diagnosis = appendicitis (ICD10 K35-K38)
– Procedure = operation on appendix (ICD9CM 47.0)

• Inpatients and day cases
– excludes outpatients/ those aged <1

Methods
• Stage one: patient level
– MD: DRG variables only
– MP: Patient variables only
• Demographics: age, gender
• Clinical: diagnoses, procedures

– MF: DRGs + patient variables

• Stage two: hospital level
– Not reported here

• Significance assessed at 0.1% level

Methods: DRG Model (MD)
• DRGs are “nominal” variables
– no numerical value

• Dummy variables for every DRG
containing ≥1% appendectomy patients
• Reference DRG = highest volume DRG
– ‘appendectomy w/o cc’

• DRGs ordered in ascending order of
reimbursement rate
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Results: the patients
Variable

Values

No. appendectomy patients

106,929

No. hospitals

939

Dependent variable

Log of cost: N=7; LoS: N=3

Mean age (range)

24 (Ireland) to 35 (Finland)

% males

46% (Germany) to 60% (Spain)

% emergency admissions

> 90% (exc. France, Germany)

% Charlson comorbidity

> 90% had none

% laparoscopy

1% (Estonia) to 64% (Germany)

% wound infection

0.06% (Poland) to 3.2% (Spain)

Results: the DRGs
Number of
DRGs

Age

Length
of stay /
death

Austria (LKF)

3

x

---

---

---

---

England (HRG)

3

x

---

---

x

---

Estonia (NordDRG)

4

---

---

x

x

---

Finland (NordDRG)

3

---

---

x

x

---

France (GHM)

5

x

x

x

x

---

Germany (G-DRG)

8

x

---

x

x

---

Ireland (AR-DRG)

3

x

---

---

x

---

Poland (JGP)

2

---

---

x

---

---

Spain (AP-DRG)

6

---

---

x

x

x

Sweden (NordDRG)

2

---

---

x

x

---
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Results: DRG Model (MD)
• Costs / LoS typically rise with DRG price
– Usually significant at 0.1% level

• Reference DRG usually least costly
• Some exceptions …
– England
• Age <18 less costly than reference

– Finland
• Reference DRG is most expensive

Results: Patient Model (MP)
• U-shaped relationship with age
– stronger for LoS than cost

• Count of diagnoses / procedures always sig.
• Emergency admissions usually more costly /
longer stays
• Wound infection: usually positive effects
– costs
– LoS

29% to 67%
42% to 64%

• Laparoscopy has mixed effects
– costs
– LoS

-6% to +32%
-7% to -15%

How good are the different
DRG systems?
• Compare performance within countries
– goodness-of-fit (R^2) values
• “a” : MF vs. MD
• “b” : MF vs. MP

– t=% difference
• assessed at 5%, 1%, 10%
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Interpretation

a = (MF - MD) b = (MF - MP)
MF
MF
a<t
b<t

Group
Number

DRGs and patient characteristics equally
successful at explaining variation, appear to play a
similar function, and can be considered
interchangeable.

yes – “small”

yes – “small”

1

In isolation, neither the DRGs nor patient
characteristics particularly successful at explaining
variation. The DRG system could be refined to
take into account the patient characteristics we
consider.

no – “large”

no – “large”

2

Patient characteristics better than the DRGs at
explaining variation. This raises questions about
the adequacy of the country's DRG system or the
lack of specific criteria which could be used as
DRG grouping factors but not included in the
above models.

no – “large”

yes – “small”

3

DRGs perform better than our set of patient
characteristics. This implies that the refinements to
DRGs made using country-specific information are
important

yes – “small”

no – “large”

4

t=10%
t=1%
t=5%

Group
Number

Interpretation
DRGs and patient characteristics equally successful
at explaining variation, appear to play a similar
function, and can be considered interchangeable.

In isolation, neither the DRGs nor patient
characteristics particularly successful at explaining
variation. The DRG system could be refined to take
into account the patient characteristics we consider.

Patient characteristics better than the DRGs at
explaining variation. This raises questions about the
adequacy of the country's DRG system or the lack
of specific criteria which could be used as DRG
grouping factors but not included in the above
models.
DRGs perform better than our set of patient
characteristics. This implies that the refinements to
DRGs made using country-specific information are
important
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Hospital effects: full model
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Conclusions
• DRG construction:
– ‘more’ not necessarily ‘better’
– Sweden (2) > Germany (8)

• All DRG systems can make better use of
administrative data
– patient’s age
– diagnoses
– procedures

• Further investigation…
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